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Our French leader opened a sun drenched circle, just north of Thalang and thanked our Hares for a 
Run he thought was really good...lots of here here's from the circle.

RETURNERS in...twelve  signed  in  and  12
came  in  the  circle  when  called.  Welcome
back!

VISITING HASHER...A Paddy from New
York City Hash called Glass Jaw. He
managed to tell a good joke and got a free
shirt. Welcome to Phuket!

STEWARD...Butt Plug in first as he always
pisses off early to work his ass off for King
Klong at the Expat Hotel. Hares in...good Run
but shit larger site (can't please everyone!) His
OTHER BOSS in next, Woodpecker. Now this story was similar to one he told at the last Pooying 
Hash. They were having a party at the new Expat and He had put a "special" chicken dish on one side 
for King Klong. Now we all know what he means...laced with KK's best hand picked HERBS! Well, 
WP was hungry so she ate it and got STONED!! King Klong in now...It seems it is a bit noisy  upstairs 
from the bar area so KK told BP to get a glass door fitted at the top of the stairs. KK came to check the 
work, walked up the stairs opened the door, closed it and said..that's crap, you can still hear the 
noise..that's because we haven't fitted the glass in the door yet!  He then called in Minnie Mouse, Mind 
The Gap & Clitmas Pussy. BP told us he had witnessed a sad site when he had delivered the food at the 
Iron Pussy. He brought out a bar's bell on a chain and told the girls to show us what they did at the Iron 
Pussy. They in turn danced around the bell, held up by BP. To say they showed all the sexy stuff was a 
bit overstated! Well done BP. Now piss off and get that BBQ cooked in Patong!

RUN OFFENSES...GM kicks us off and gets in Manneken Pis as he was out tarting in the Sunshine 
Bar with the Lady boys..for His 50th Birthday H B Y C! MP then gets in the Hares and Mind The Gap. 
MP thought the paper was hiding and MTG just didn't think about the pink paper this week! Lucky Lek
calls in the Hares..LL thought that the Run was too hot and the lagger site too sunny! Jungle Balls calls 
in Swollen Colon as SC had broken the Hash record by going off paper within only 5 metres of the 
lasger! SC stayed in and called Jungle Balls, Cartoon and Fungus. You 3 fucked up the checking as 
they lost the paper due to a bit of mud Who The Fuck Is Alice called in Teachers Pet as she had nicked 
2 pineapples from the farmer...Blue Harlot said...I taught her well! Not Cleaver called in Sucker and 
Hawaii Ho. Sucker is 74 this week with HO 75..H B Y Cs! Minnie Mouse calls in Jaws and his family 
as Jaws was showing off this his extended family by Running! Dr Fucking Jekyll  gets in Blue Harlot 
as he was one of the Runners who fucked up at the start but BH was just not looking as he ran straight 
into barbed wire! Jungle Balls called BH back and told us they had run together and they came to a fork
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where the paper was right but BH went left
and called On On... he was looking at broken
tiles on the ground! No Hope calls Sucker
back in as Singha had said that Sucker is the
only bloke whose belly has a birthday a
month before his arse!

RUN SHIRTS...GM calls in his Dad,
WTFIA for his 400 Run shirt. As we have
come to expect WTFIA gets dressed up as a
woman with big tits...is there something
wrong with our GM's Dad? Anyway, well
done!

Our GM must be doing a really good job this 
year as there was NO DEPARTERS this 
week!

HARES in...JC was Run Master and tells us it
was a good Run....but the lagger was crap and 
called for Hash shit for the site....there were 
no takers. Manneken Pis got Hash shit cos he 
was gooby and 50!

On On, Not Cleaver

See you all next week...

Please Get Involved in our Triathlon Volunteering

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/volunteer2015.shtml

